Tailorable BARC system to provide optimum solutions for various substrates in immersion lithography
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ABSTRACT

It is common knowledge that the semiconductor industry continues to shrink the features contained in integrated circuits to increase speed and density. Each time the critical dimension (CD) shrinks, new challenges arise to impede the progress to attain smaller feature sizes, and control over surface reflectivity becomes even more important. Single-layer bottom anti-reflective coatings (BARCs) have been used in photolithography processes for years to reduce substrate reflectance, thus reducing or eliminating CD swing, reflective notching, and standing waves. Continued use of this solution is highly advantageous because it is well-known and cost-effective. This paper will describe a cutting-edge BARC system that has tailorable optical constants designed specifically to greatly improve immersion lithography process latitude. This BARC system can be easily modified to make formulations that match many different substrates that are being used in new devices, including highly absorbing substrates (nitrides), reflective substrates (oxide), metal layers, and hardmasks. The optimum optical parameters for this BARC system can be easily achieved through simulations. This paper will exhibit the correlation between optical simulations and lithography results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Small feature size lithography with high-NA exposure tools requires sophisticated reflection control, especially now as the industry extends the limits of 193-nm optical lithography. Continuing to shrink feature size without reducing exposure wavelength has put immense pressure on material and optical performance. Controlling reflectivity from substrates under hyper-NA exposure schemes has proved to be more difficult. Moreover, the introduction of new substrate materials further complicates general reflectivity control schemes, leading to many possible optical solutions. Complex simulations are required to fully understand the requirements of the anti-reflective layers; simply targeting low reflectivity has been ineffective in some situations.

We have found that optical control is needed not only for low substrate reflectivity but also for the vertical UV distribution, which is closely correlated to lithography performance, CD process window, and line profile. Increased UV intensity at the base of a line profile helps to eliminate footing and scumming. Therefore, to enable good lithography, the anti-reflective layer should provide both low reflectivity and optimum UV distribution. Brewer Science has developed an optical simulation tool (OptiStack® simulation software) to characterize the UV distribution in the vertical dimension. This simulation defines a critical parameter, foot exposure (FE). FE is the relative UV intensity at the foot of a line profile compared to the average intensity along the vertical dimension. Experimental results indicate that FE is much more correlated to lithography performance than substrate reflectivity alone. High-FE lithography results in straight line profiles with less footing and scumming and with much wider CD processing window. In conventional stack design, there is a wide range of n and k choices for R < 0.5%. With the new optical constraint of maximum FE, there is very little tolerance for variation in n and k values. Figure 1 shows the contour of R% and FE with respect to the variation of n and k values (BARC thickness fixed at 30 nm). In the figures, the gray outline indicates the substrate reflection of 0.5%, and the black outline indicates the best combination of reflectivity and FE.

To maintain the strict reflectivity control requirements, anti-reflective coatings need highly controlled optical parameters. Such delicate control of optical parameters is difficult to maintain through traditional techniques. This...
paper demonstrates a bottom anti-reflective coating (BARC) system designed to have the ability to easily tailor the optical constants. The ability to target optics precisely provides the best means to control reflectivity from a variety of substrates.

2. MATERIAL FORMULATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

2.1 Formulation/Materials
A new, blended BARC system was made using three resins (hereafter referred to as A, B, and C) that are compatible with each other but have differing optical properties. A and B are chromophores with high k values (~0.4 and 0.5, respectively) but differing n values (~2.00 and 1.68, respectively). Component C is a polymer with an n value similar to B (1.68), but a k value of ~0.03. These components were formulated with a crosslinker and catalyst in a solution of propylene glycol methyl ether (PGME) and propylene glycol methyl ether acetate (PGMEA). Formulations were spin coated onto silicon wafers at 1500 rpm for 60 seconds and baked on a hot plate at 205˚C for 60 seconds.

2.2 Optical properties and reflectivity
Optical constants (n and k) were measured using a J.A. Woollam Co. VUV-VASE® spectroscopic ellipsometer. Design-Expert® 7 was used to create ternary plots of the n and k values.

2.3 Etch rates
Reactive ion etch (RIE) rate with O₂ and CF₄ were tested on an Oxford Plasmalab 80 plus etcher using a gas flow rate of 50 sccm, 100 watts of power, and 50 mTorr of pressure.

2.4 Simulations and profiles
Reflectivity and FE plots were simulated using proprietary OptiStack® simulation software. The 40-nm dense positive-tone simulations were generated using a 6% attenuated phase shift mask, numerical aperture of 1.35, dipole source with y polarization, and inner/outer sigma of 0.84/0.98. The 40-nm dense negative-tone simulations were generated using a 6% attenuated phase shift mask, numerical aperture of 1.35, cQuad source with xy polarization, and inner/outer sigma of 0.77/0.97. The resulting models were used to design lithography experiments for various blend ratios, and the lithography was performed with Nikon NSR-S307E and ASML XTi1900i exposure tools.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Optical constant tuning by formulation

The basic formulation is composed of a combination of resins, a crosslinker, and a curing catalyst. This system is thermoset, crosslinking occurs upon baking above 100°C, and the resulting film cannot be removed in standard solvents. Three possible resins can be used in this system, two of which are chromophores (A and B) and the other is a typical polymer (C). The small size of the resins and the chemical composition chosen ensure the formation of a homogeneous blend during the coating/baking process. This homogeneity is especially important to minimize defects, as chemical incompatibilities can occur to create particles in solution or dissimilar polymers could phase separate when coated.6,7

The chromophores are multi-armed molecules with molecular weights less than 1800 g/mole. A chromophore functionality is attached to a common central ring compound; the type of chromophore used controls the resulting optical values (n and k). These chromophores also have a large number of crosslinking sites to ensure proper thermosetting, which minimizes outgassing-related defects. Polymer C does not absorb light, it acts as a “filler” to create BARCs with reduced k values. It also contains crosslinking sites to incorporate into the thermoset matrix. All materials were chosen to provide the best resist adhesion and compatibility, good edge bead removal, and waste drain compatibility.

Optical constants were measured on a VUV-VASE® for samples containing varying ratios of the three materials. The optical constants did blend in a nearly linear fashion across a triangular space, shown in Figure 2. The plots were generated from an analysis of data using Design-Expert™ statistical software. Each corner represents 100% of a specific component in the blend. The contour lines show the trend of the values and it can be readily observed that A contributes to higher n values and C contributes to lower k values. A mathematical formula to calculate a blend ratio for specific n and k-values was derived and showed good predictive properties.

![Figure 2](image)

Figure 2. Ternary plots of n value (left) and k value (right) at 193 nm for the possible combinations of resins A, B, and C.

3.2 Etch rate

The RIE rates were measured in both O₂ and CF₄ with the same gas flow rate, pressure, and power. The etch rates were similar across the range of ratios of material, as can be seen in the plots in Figure 3. These plots were taken from an analysis of data using Design-Expert® statistical software. Each corner represents 100% of that material in relation to the other two components. As the ratio moves toward 100% of resin C, the etch rate in O₂ increases from 36 to 48 Å/s.
Likewise, as the ratio moves towards 100% of A, the etch rate in CF$_4$ increases from 8.2 to 11.8 Å/s. The contour lines on the plots show the transitions across the range of ratios. To put the data in perspective, the CF$_4$ etch rates of a pure resin A sample are nearly identical to Brewer Science’s fastest commercially available BARC, while resins B and C are typical of a moderately-fast-etching BARC.

![Contour plots of etch rate in O$_2$ and CF$_4$](image1.png)

Figure 3. Ternary contour plots of etch rate in O$_2$ (left) and CF$_4$ (right) in Å/s.

### 3.3 Simulations and profiles
We evaluated single- and dual-layer lithography using OptiStack® simulation software for several blend compositions with varying optical properties with upper and lower limits for k of 0.13 to 0.45 and n between 1.67 and 2.04. Preliminary single- and dual-layer lithography results with this new blended system are shown below. Figure 4 is a representative example of how high FE can provide improved CD profiles, the dense lines show a dramatic reduction in footing when the FE was increased from 0.82 to 0.98 by a change in BARC thickness from 90 nm to 65 nm. This also caused a corresponding increase in reflectivity. The feature sizes in Figure 4 are 65nm on a silicon substrate under a standard commercial resist.

![Simulations and profiles](image2.png)

Figure 4. Single-layer BARC with n = 1.79 and k = 0.33 with resist #1 at 2 different BARC thicknesses.
To have the same optical distribution on various substrates (SiON, oxide, SiN, etc.), we need to do an optical equivalent design to match a standard silicon substrate. The horizontal optical distribution can be equalized by using the same mask and the same step illumination condition. The vertical optical distribution must be equalized by a sophisticated stack design to have the exact same FE and comparable reflectivity. In most cases, a single layer cannot obtain the equivalent FE and R%. Therefore the layer needs another BARC underneath it to achieve equivalency. Figure 5 shows examples of the optical equivalent design that emulate the lithography on SiON substrates as optimized in Figure 1, where the target FE is \( \sim 0.97 \). These examples use two layers of the tailorable material of different n and k values. From the contour chart, we find the points having the same FE value and comparable R%, as indicated by the black circles, at which the optical output is \( \text{R} = 2.2\% \) and \( \text{FE} = 0.96 \), \( \text{R} = 1.5\% \) and \( \text{FE} = 0.97 \), and \( \text{R} = 3.3\% \) and \( \text{FE} = 0.97 \), respectively. 

Figure 5. OptiStack® simulations (%R and FE) and 40-nm lithography of dual-layer BARC stacks. In all three cases, the bottom layer consists of 30 nm of a BARC with optical constants of \( n = 2.04 + 0.41i \). The top BARC n values are \( 1.79 + 0.33i \), \( 1.86 + 0.27i \), and \( 1.86 + 0.43i \) for (A), (B), and (C), respectively. The black circles represent the combination of BARC thicknesses used in the lithography test.
The results of the optical and material equivalence, the SEM cross sections, are also shown in Figure 5, and all of the profiles are very similar. We can expect to have similar results for the mentioned SiON substrate lithography if we use the tailorable BARC of \( n = 1.75 + 0.24i \).

3.4 Negative-tone 40-nm lithography

Lithography using organic solvents to develop positive-tone resists (negative-tone development, NTD) has many advantages for patterning contact holes, and has recently captured industrial attention.\(^9\) With this new technology we have successfully achieved the experimental results of 40-nm dense lines with straight line profiles and an acceptable CD processing window. Figure 6 shows the simulation design of a BARC with optical constants of \( 1.9 + 0.29i \) on top of SiON. The small black circle is the design point where \( \text{FE} = 0.925 \) at very low reflectivity. Figure 7 shows the experimental lithography results. At the optimum depth of focus, the exposure latitude is about 15%. We believe this window could be improved if the FE is further optimized.

![Figure 6. OptiStack\textsuperscript{®} BARC design for cutting-edge 40-nm dense line NTD lithography on SiON.](image)

![Figure 7. Lithography results of 40-nm dense line NTD lithography (a second BARC was used to simulate SiON).](image)

4. CONCLUSION

We have developed a tailorable BARC system in which \( n \) and \( k \) values can be varied separately, and we have applied it to a variety of lithography situations. This broad range of available optics allows us to more tightly control reflectivity and foot exposure, which then may make it possible to deal with new substrates and materials more easily. The system also has been shown to work well with cutting-edge NTD photoresists.
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